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PART I: Basic understanding on GESI 

o Mandates on GESI (Government of Nepal 

and Development Partners)   

o Common definition of GESI  

PART II: Conceptual Framework: From Exclusion to Inclusion 

PART III: Operationalization of the Framework



Nepal Government’s Mandates on GESI

• Constitution envisions “Nepal as an inclusive state”

• Approach Paper to 14th TYP: Dedicated chapters on gender 
equality, women’s empowerment and social inclusion

• MoWCSW’s Gender Equality Policy  (in final stage), 

• Seven Major Sectoral Ministries have issued and are implementing 
GESI policies and guidelines

o Agriculture, Education, Forest, Health, Federal Affairs and Local 
Development, Urban Development and Water Supply and Sanitation 

• GoN’s Institutional Mechanisms for GESI: From local to National 
level

• International commitments, SDGs and UN Resolution  70/1



➢ Areas of Convergence

• Harmony at the goal level

• Broad consensus on the definition of GESI and its components : 
Gender Equality, Social Inclusion and on Intersectionality 

o Exclusion is understood as happening at the system level– as intergenerational 
and historically embedded in the formal and informal institutions that 
structure human interactions.

o Gender inequality was recognized as a case of social (economic and political) 
exclusion, where one set of identity group (women, third gender) are not 
recognized by the historically dominant group (hegemonic men) as being of 
equal value and therefore, not given equal access to resources and prevented 
from exercising their full human rights.

o The idea of intersectionality is that each individual’s identity has many layers 
and each layer may confer either negative or positive status and may either 
block or open access to resources and power in a particular society.
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➢ Areas of Divergence

Unable to distinguish between three sub- groups among the 

people DPs are committing to reach: 

1. the socially excluded including women; 

2. those who are particularly vulnerable because of their location, 

physical/health status, age or the fact that they have been 

affected by human made or natural disasters; and

3. the poor or economically excluded. 
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➢ Divergence between DPs and GoN

1. The constitution uses a number of categories (e.g. 
Oppressed Class, Backward class, Marginalized 
communities, Farmers/ Peasants, Labourers, Youths, 
Persons in Pregnancy and Poor Khas Arya) that do not 
appear in the DP’s work on social inclusion. 

2. The DPs have introduced a number of additional 
categories of excluded and vulnerable groups that are of 
concern to them. 

3. Most of these groups are also recognized by GoN and 
many have even been targeted by government programs  
but they have not been listed in the constitution.
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A Common Working Definition on GESI 

“Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI) is a concept
that addresses unequal power relations experienced by
people on the grounds of gender, wealth, ability,
location, caste/ethnicity, language and agency or a
combination of these dimensions. It focuses on the need
for action to rebalance these power relations, reduce
disparities and ensure equal rights, opportunities and
respect for all individuals regardless of their social
identity” (adapted from the Ministry of Health by IDPG
GESI WG 2017).



Excluded and Vulnerable

Excluded Groups refer to those who have  experienced inter-
generational discrimination and have been systematically excluded 
due to economic, caste, ethnic, gender, disability, sexual orientation 
and geographical reasons. They include women, poor, Dalit, 
Adibasi/Janajati, Madhesi, Muslim, people with disabilities (PwD), 
third gender, and people living in remote areas.

Vulnerable Groups refer to groups of people whose disadvantage or 
risk of disadvantage is situational rather than structural . Their 
deprivations are as a result of a particular situation (in some cases 
only temporary) that has reduced their ability to withstand shocks 
rather than their more deeply embedded social identity. They 
include people affected by disasters, diseases, and elderly and 
children.



Who are the Included/the Excluded and 
Vulnerable/non Vulnerable in Nepal?


